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Strategic analysis, modelling and planning of socio-political
actions

Peoples' Friendship University of Russia

Degree or qualification is awarded:

Master's Degree

Language of study: Russian, English
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 2 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 168 000 RUB per year for CIS students, 2 750 US $ per year for Int. students

Programme curator: Pavlyutenkova Marianna Yurievna
Tel.: +74954343277 (#1274); +79166060104
E-mail: pavliutenkova_myu@pfur.ru

Programme Focus

The programme is aimed at gaining profound professional knowledge and skills in political science and its branch
specialization related to strategic analysis, modelling and planning of political actions.

Admissions:

All applicants to university Master’s programme in political science ‘Strategic analysis, modelling and planning of
socio-political actions’ are to take entrance exams. The applicants must have a state-recognized degree of higher
education.

The programme is designed for graduates of bachelor’s programme or for specialists and those who want to have a
second university degree.

Programme advantages

The Master’s Programme balances theoretical and applied aspects of education. The programme focuses on
fundamental and theoretical element of the political science. The programme also aims at mastering practical skills of
research work and applying the gain knowledge in managerial sphere.

Graduates of the Master’s programme have an opportunity to enter the post-graduate programmes.

The students have an opportunity to do professional retraining in foreign languages and obtain the diploma and
qualification in Translation.

Graduates’ expertise and career opportunities

Graduates of the programme can apply their skills and knowledge in different fields such as political and non-
governmental organizations, analytical work at any governmental level, developing and introducing political
technologies in elections campaigns, political journalism and advertising, political management and consulting,
monitoring and processing public opinion, political and psychological consulting.

Graduates of the programme can work as speechwriters, political technologists, image-makers, political consultants,
web-analysts, deputy assistants, spokespeople, etc.

Specializations within this programme
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